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GENERAC DF SMART
DUST FIGHTER 

        

   

Product price:  

2.532,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

GENERAC DF SMART DUST FIGHTER DUST COLLECTION SYSTEM 

GENERAC Dust Fighter DFSMART is a dust suppression system with a maximum horizontal
coverage of 13 meters, ideal for small to medium sized work areas.

GENERAC Dust Fighter DFSMART aims to solve in the most efficient way the problem of volatile
dust abatement in all environments where it is necessary to contain the emission of dust into the
atmosphere.

Thanks to the system of nebulization of water particles up to 300 microns the GENERAC
DFSMART dust particles bind and fall to the ground more easily. In addition, the atomization
method allows you to completely cover the dust cloud saving you significant amounts of water.

GENERAC DFSMART comes complete with:

- Wheels and handles for transportation
- Stainless steel crown with nozzles
- Water inlet filter
- Emergency stop button
- Tilting system

DUST FIGHTER GENERAC DFSMART TECHNICAL FEATURES

Electrical motor: Single-phase 230 V 50 Hz - 2,2 kW
Electrical connection: Socket 2 P+E - 16 A - IP 67
Water connection: Express connection type 1/2"
Fan: 9 nylon blades, aluminium hub
Air flow: 90 mc/min
Coverage (without wind): 13 mt
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Nozzle holder: Stainless steel with 12 connection
Rated pressure: 1 to 5 bar
Water filter: 300 micron
Range of inclination: 10° to 50°
Width: 985 mm
Length: 785 mm
Height: 835 mm
Dry weight: 79 Kg

Water consumption:
1,0 bar - 5,4 l/min
1,5 bar - 6,6 l/min
2,0 bar - 7,5 L/min
2,5 bar - 8,5 L/min

Looking for a Dust Fighter with different technical specifications? Here you can find the whole
range of Generac or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision by the manufacturer.

GENERAC Fighter Fusce eget tellus sit amet eros condimentum Fighter molestie tincidunt a nibh. Integer imperdiet turpis quis dictum pretium. Nulla facilisi. Etiam a eros id sem dictum auctor ut non enim. Vestibulum GENERAC iaculis nulla eu varius pulvinar. Nulla tincidunt rutrum elementum GENERAC DFSMART . Aenean scelerisque GENERAC DFSMART lobortis mi, a sagittis mauris vulputate a. Fusce mauris lectus, lobortis ut pulvinar ac, condimentum quis nisi. In rhoncus, leo sed mollis GENERAC Aliquam ut diam

  

Product features:  

Sockets configuration: Socket 2 P+E - 16 A - IP 67
Power (KW): 2.2
Throwing distance (m): 13
Maximum output capacity (Lt/min): 5.4
Length (mm): 985
Width (mm): 785
Dry weight (Kg): 79
Video: a4TJhLsNAfY
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